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INTRODUCTION 

Boo1ean a-algebras and probability measures arise in the stu-
dy of the 10gic of propositions associated with 电 sing1e 哩periment ，

as was pointed out by Kolmogorov [).5]. Recent1y [4 , 16 , 1l] a pro
gram has been initiated to generate mode1s for the 10gic of propo-
sitions 田sociated with multip1e experiments. These investigations 
and others on the quantum 10gic approach to quantum mech皿ics (e.g. , 
110 , 12 , 1叫) have motivated us to stuQy generalized probabi1ity 

measures , cal1ed weights on a space (X ，'芭) • 

Intuiti ve1y f represents a co11ection of experiments. Each ex
periment E in 宦 is identified with a set of possib1e outcon时 which

determine the experiment , usually the e1ementarγ 。utcomes. X=V它
is the set of a工1 outcomes under consideration. Two outcomes x , 
y E X are said to be 0rtho~ona!.， denoted x l. y , if there is s。但e

experiment E in! such that -;Z and y are mutual1y excl us i ve out co
mes _of E. (An exp皿ded account of these heuristics may be found 
in r4J.) When ~ is the set of al1 cliques in the graph (X ,.l), 
(X ，重 is called 缸。此hogona1ity space. We are most interested in 
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orthogona1ity spaces which give rise to orthomod吐ar posets ;t..( x, Ë ) 
~s defined in Se~tion 1) for a 10gic of propositions; these are 
the Dacey spacæL2 1. The combinatoria1 properties of the collection 
艺 inf1uence th二 structure of ;t，(X ，它) . 

In Section ωwe give two characterizations of when a space is 
an orthogona1ity space and estab1ish a correspondence between 
weights on an orthogona1ity space (X ，古 and states on the asso
ciated 10gic. It is this correspondence that a110ws us to restrict 
our attention to the study of weights on spaces. 

In Section (2) we see that there are point c10sed spaces ha
ving a fu11 set of weights for which the projection postulate of 
quantum mechanics fai1s. These spaces have the f1avor of a theorγ 
of measurement for which the postu1ate does not app1y. Such a si
tuation cou1d occur for other th臼 academic reasons , for ex臼np1e
when the "fi1tering-devi ce" needed is socia11y , poli ti ca11y , eco
nomica11y or mora11y unacceptab1e or unfeasib1e. 

In Section (3) we study the re1ationship between properties 
of a space (X ，芭) and the geometηof the weight space n. Under 
topo10gical hypotheses we obtain a bijection between the e1ements 
of certain spaces and the facets of the weight space. We obtain 
the resu1t that an ortho-bijection between orthogona1ity spaces is 
equiva1ent to an affine structure map between the weight spaces 
for a nontrivia1 c1ass of spaces. Section (4) continues this in
vestigation for finite spaces. 

Fina11y we consider symmetry groups of the space , its dua1 
space and weight space showing , in certain cases , that these are 
isomorphic to the s沪nmetry group of the 10gic of propositions. 

This work shows a re1ationship between severa1 fie1ds. It is 
predominant1y combinatoria1 in nature in that it is re1ated to 
incidence structures , convex set theory and graph theory. Indeed 
the "stochastic functions on hypergraphs" of [lJ are essentia11y 
the same as our weights on spaces. However our motivation 哩as or主f

gina11y derived from the foundations of quantum mechanics~114 ， 2叫，

i飞parti叫ar quantum 10gic ~O ， 1:Ð and empirica1 10gic [4', 16 , ~ 
171. It is precise1y this wi11ingness to depart from the we11-
honed paths of know1edge and the restrictive paradigms of accep
ted theory whi1e adhering to the canons of mathematica1 rigor 
which is so much in the spirit of him to whom this paper is dedi
cated. 
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1. SPACES AND WEIGHTS 

By a 旦旦旦 we mean a pair (X , Ë) where X is a nonempty set 
and 't is a fami1y of nonempty su与e飞~ of X. By a 旦江且主 on a space 
(X ，艺) we mean a mapping ωX -+-LO ，叫 such that r ω( a) = 1 for all 
AE 'Ë • a f:A 

An orthogona1ity graph is a pair (X ,.1.) where ..l is a nonempty 
symmetric irref1exive re1ation on the non empty set X. Given an 
orthogona1ity graph 忧，.L) we obtain a space (X ，吉) by taking 
t J. = {E/E!:X , E is a maxima1 ..l -set}. (Recall that M~ X is a .L-set 
i f x ,yE M and x:fY imp1y x.l y). Converse1y , gi ven a space (X ，左) we 
obtain an orthogona1ity sp配e (X ，与) by defining x与 Y to mean 
that x :f y and there is a set A E! - such that x E A ànd y E A. We 
now characterize when 艺 is the fami1y of maxima1 orthogona1 sets 
of 臼1 orthogonality space. 

Let (X ，芭) be any space. For each xεX we define 

zx={A|A e E and xεA} and Ë (X) =υ{AlAdEx}· 

Lemma 1.1. Let (川) be an 叫吨。叫i ty graph and t = t .l . 
Then t satisfies 

(1) If EE t 皿d E' ~ x then E 4 1:( x). 

(2) If A~X 皿d AÇ (\{Ë(y)/y é A} then there exists E 岳E
such that A C E. 

旦旦~ Ad(l). Assume E εt and E; ~X' Now E is a maxima1 
l-.set _ and x牵 E. Thus ~here is a y εE such that x l..y fai1s. y. ë(x). . 

Ad (2). A~sume A ç n {它( y) I y E A}. Let xεA ， Y εA 
and x :f y. Then xε 艺 (y) so that x J. y. Hence A is al-set and the 
I.esu1t follows. 

Theorem 1.2Let (X ，也) be a space such that x= U{A I Aξ 毡I } , 
and t be the fami1y of all maxima1 .1(L"sets. Consider the following 
condi tions. 

(1) A E 也 and A 牛队 implies A手 Q(x).

(2) MSX and Mf n {句 x) I x εM} implies that M~A for some AεO 
T~en ，~( 1) implies that ct ç 'E and (2) implies that! ç 也. Thus 
Q= t if 皿d on1y if (1) and (2) ho1d. 

旦旦主.!... Ad(l). Assume (1) ho1ds. Let Aε <l.. Then A is alu:set. 
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Suppose y 幸 A and A U {y lis a .ln-set. For eaoo. a E A 异here is an 
AaE o.. such that {a ,y}ÇAa . Heiîëe AS OJy) !2ut A 非 Qy ， a contra-
diction. Thus A is.~ari.m~ J..ctset ;nd ...... A-e~. '~J 

Ad(2). Assume (2) ho1ds. Let EEË. Then E is a土"，-set
so that EÇ f\{也(y) IyξE}. But this means that there is an A苟且
such that E~A. -Since A is a.lιset and E ε l: we have E = A 年 a二
Finally , we have proved that (1) and (2) imp1y Q = t . If (b = f 
the previous 1emma shows that (1) and (2) ho1d. 

corollary 1. 3Let (x ，也) be a space and 宦 be the fami1y of 
all maximal .lo:sets. Then cl = t if and on1y if the following con
ditions are a11 satisfied. 

(l )U{AIAE 也= X. 

(2) If M, NE- Q.叫 M " N then M丰N

(3) If MιX and for a11 x ,yE M there is an Nx •v in 包 with
{x ,y} ç Nx ,y' then there exists NE cl. with-MÇN. 

We wi11 use the name 0rthogona1ity spac~ to refer to a space 
( x , ê) such that X = U t., and (1) and (2) of Theorem 1.2. hold. 
(Note that this definition is equiva1ent to the usua1 one given 
earlÏer.) In this si tuation we will free1y use the symbo1 l.. to 
refer to .l. t 

Let (x , t) be an orthogonalÏ ty space ~ndßt X ，土) denote the 
set of all .L -se~s: For each MÇX define M.L= {xE XJx.Lm for all 
m 廷 M} and 阶J...= (M-L-)"'-.. • By the .9 uasilogic of (X ，芭) (as of (X ,1)) we 
mean the set .:t>.,Üf.1. ID E ðtx 牛)} partia11y ordered by set theore
tic inc1usion L2J. If ambi.guity threatens we sometimes write ,t(X) , 
足以. t) , or 芷 (X ,.1.) for :t. . A quasilogic :t. is said to be a 主旦旦L
汀 Mεt imp1i~s MJ. ε Jr . An orthogona1ity space (X ，艺) such that 
't ( x ，它 is a 10gic is ca11ed an 0rthocomp1emented ~pace. Note 
that if M and N are e1ements of a 10gic ~即qMENithen the Join 
of M and N exists in 芷 and M V N=(DlU b)lLwhere Df~M and 
D乒ι~: An orthogona1ity space (X忑 is said to be point c10sed 
du}4」 {x}for all xex. 

An orthogona1ity space (X ，艺 is ca11ed a Dacey space 汀， for 
all x ,yE X, x~ \Jr2A for some AE t imp1ies x.L y. 1川t can be shown 
t怕ha盹t e目ac由h Dace町y s呻pa缸启.ce (仪X ，~它~) i扫s an 0盯rt协ho∞c∞Oα惆J呵而呻np1el盯m阳l
that 芷 (X川 i扫s an or此thoωomoωodωu吐1a盯r poset r2l. We denote the cardina1ity 
of a set M by IMI. 

Proposi tion 1. 4~ Suppose that (X ，艺 is an orthogona1ity 
space such that IAI ~ 3 for each A E t and I (A1 nA2) J ~ 1 for all 
A1 " A2 E 艺. Then (X , t:) is a Dacey space. Such a space is a1so 
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point closed. 

'P_, J.l. 
Pr旦旦主 Assurne that x ，yεX ， A~ E and xυy-aA. Then x由. If 

xεA then x E' ylso tþat x .L y. Similarly , y E. A implies xl.y. Suppose 
xl.y fails. Then x 非 A and YfA. Now IAI 善 3 so that 

[A f'l xJ.! = !A(\ t(x)! or [A()y.L[= IA{'\ t(y)[ is at least 2. 

We may assurne ! A (l ~(x) I 头 2. Choose zl' z2 in A ('\ t(x). Now 
Zllz2 so that {x ，且， z2}. is a 土-set. Choose Al e E such that 
A12 {x , zl , z2}. Since x 丰 A we have Al :f A. But-IA{'\Al[ 头 2 ， a contra
diction. The last sentence follows from the previous observation. 

By a 且旦旦 on a logic ;f=罢(X ， t) we mean a mapping α:X → [0 ，司
such thatα(X) = 1 and if MÇ~then_α(MVN) =α(M) +α(N) for 
any M ，Nε c{ • A set ..d of states on è<is said to be f且主汀， for 
a町 M ，Nε t. , Mf N if and only ifα(M) ~α(N) for allαε.rJ. A set 
?yof weights on an orthogonality space (X ，~) is said to be full 

)二

汀， for any x ,y E X, xl y if anß only ifω(x) +ω(y) ~ 1 for all 
ωf 1Y. A pair 啡 ，A.) where .d, is a full set of states on 'i is 
ca11ed a quanturn 10gi~ [1司-

Remark 1.5. Eveηweight on a Dacey space (X , t ) gi ves ri sι
to a state w o~ l(x} by. defining , for ME .;((X) , w(M) = 1: ω(d) 
where DE θ'( X , ..l) and D'"飞 M. d~D 

Theorem 1.6. Let (X , t ) be a Dacey space and t.. =工(X ，!:).
Then the mapping 中 nX ~~. is an injection where nX is the set 
of all weights on (X ,Ë ),i!t is the set of ap states on J:., and 
中(ω= w as defined in Remark 1.5. Now 1et~be a町 subset of 
中(n). Then the fo110wing are equiva1ent 

(工) .tè!l i s fu1 1. 

( 2) M, N E t.. andα(M) +α(N) ~ 1 for allαE .J， imp1y M~ N.L. 
(3) 'w" = cþ-1~ is full. 

Furthermore if X is finite 中 is a bijection. 

旦旦.!. See [4J or [8]. 

We have seen that the condition for an arbitrary space (X , t ) 
to be orthogona1ity space is a re1ationship between ~ and 牛e

name1y , that t. is the collection of maxima11e s~ts. If one wìshes 
to obtain the c1assical measure a1gebras as 10gics of spaces , and 
hence represent measures as weights on a space , this re1ation~hip 
must be genera1ized. Such a generalization has been given in 1 41. 
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We s e:y tha.t (X ，艺 is a. genera.1ized s a.mp1e spa.ce if conditions (1) 
a.nd (2) of coro11a.ry 1.3. a.re satisfied together with 

(3') IfA ， B哇宫 , CιA\J B ， and x l.~ y ho1ds for a11 x ,y in C 

with x '# y then there exists D Et so that CÇD. 

户(工) Eve:rγorthogona1ity space is a genera.1ized s皿.p1e spa.ce. 

(2) Eve叮主且且主 genera1ized s皿.p1e spa.ce is an orthogonali ty 
space. 

The quasi1~gic of a genera1ized s皿p1e space (X ,'t.) is given 
by;t( X ，艺 {D.......I 尺 A E-~ .吕. D~A}. (X ,!) is said to be a Dacey spa
ce-ir AE( and A!;x.L u y.L imp1ies x.l y. Then theore.m 1. 6. ho1ds for 
genera1ized s a.mp1e spaces. For more detai1s see 囚. The important 
fact is that the (regu1ar) states on the 10gic of a genera1ized 
samp1e space are inc1uded in our investigations of weights on 
spaces. 

2. SPECTRUM OF AN ELEMENT 

Let (x ，~) be any spa.ce and n be the set of weights. If 勺，
.. ， ωn en and À1' ••. , Àn are positive rea1 numbers so that 

n 
ni = 1 then ω(x) = E Àiwi(x) defines an e1ement of n 50 

1=1 
that n is a convex set. Let 

生 (x ， E)={f:X+R|x i E|f(x)| 〈田 for a.11 E e E' } SR
X 

wi th the product topo1ogy. Then n f 主( X ，芭 i气a. convex set in the 
10ca11y con~ex topo1ogic a.1 vector spa.ce 生( X ,é ). I f we define 1-

S:全(x ， E)+FF by S(f)(E) =x i Ef(x) then Q气三 S-l(u) f'\ K where UéRC 

by u(E) = 1 for a11 E and K = {fE 主(x ， t)1 f(x) ~ 0 "x~X} 

For ea.ch xεX we define the 旦旦旦旦旦 of x , spec(x) a.s fo1-
10ws spec(x) = c10sure {ω(x) Jω E: Q}; spec( x) is a c10sed 
bounded convex subset of R, thus a c10sed interva1. Define num
bers 吨， Mx by spec(x) = rmx' MxJ if spec( x) ~ ø, and mx = 1 , 
Mx = 0 if s,Pe <j x) = ø. Thë consiaeration of spaces in which 
spec(x) ~仙，叫 is important because of the possibi1ity of deve-
10ping a theory of measurement 
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which uti1izes a fu11 set of weights rather than a strong set 
~f.3.1.) of weights. rn such a theo叮 the we11-known projection 
postu1ate of Quantum Mechanics may not be va1id. Such a theolγ 
wou1d not have at its disposa1 a c1ass of fi1ters which produce 
with certainty the properties of interest. Such spa巳 es may suggest 
an extension of the domain of theoretical physics and appear neces
S 8.!γin the behavioral sciences where subjective judgements restrict 
the pure1y academic possibi1ities in experimentat工on.

For Yç X we define the induced space (Y , ~ v) by 
~y = {Y(\EIEEt and Y()E 'f Ø}. L 

Proposition 2.1~ Let (X ,t ) be any finite space. 

(1) Mx < 1 if 阳d on1y if the sp时 e (X、 c( x ) , Ë X \ ,Ë( x )) admi t s 
no weights. 

(2) mx > 0 if and on1y if the space (如 {x} ， E V~ (__1) admit 
'-X、 {x}

weights. 

Proof. We 1eave the straightforward proof to the reader. 

We can now construct orthogona1ity spaces exhibiting various 
properties of spec(x). Let (哇， E r) be gi ven by Figure r. 

Figure r. 

where Xr consists of the twe1ve points 叩g. E工 consists of the sets 
of points on maxima1 line segments , cf. 17 ,131 . By Propos i ti on 2.1. 
(莉， t r) is a point c10sed Dacey-space ，占 that (Xr , tr) is a 1ogic. 
However , there are no weights on (Xr , E r ). Suppose that μlS a 
weight 0旦 (Xr ， tr)' Let Ei; 1 ~ i 运 3 be the three horizonta1 mem
bers of t: r and Ei' 4 ~ i 运 7 be the four vertica1 members of Er. 
Then 

3 
3 = r r μlx) = 

i=l XEEi 

di ction 

7 
r ~(x) r r υ(x) =鸟， a contra-

XEX_ i=4 xEE. 
i 工

We now exhibit , in Figure rr , a point c10sed Dacey-space 
(X口，艺rr) admitting an element z such that spec(z) = [o ， jj吁
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where j and k are arbitrary pre-assigned integers with 1 ~ j < k. 

Figure II. 

x 
l 

m
11 

IIlJ-L , l 

I

飞， 1

P 

a 
m

12 
m

1k 

InJ ,2 吧，k

Let ωbe a weight on (Xrr , tII)' Surnming the images under ωof the 
e1ements of XII in two rays we obtain 

K 
j + 2 + k -{k-1}ω{z} +ω{y} = k + 2 +ω{z} +ω{y} +ω{p} + E w{Yi} 

K 
i=l 

so that jkω(z) +ω{p} + E ω(y ~ ). Thus ω(z) ~ j/k and spec{z)三
ì=l 

[o , j !kJ. 
To see that spec{z) [O , j/k] we need on1y exhibit two weights 

ω1 andω2 such that ωl(z) 0 and ω2(z) j/k. For xE XII and 
h , i = 1 ,..., k and g = 1 ,... , j defineω1 andω2 as follows 



ωi (X) = 

= ) x ，
，
‘
、

2 ω
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1 - j/k if X = xi 

j/k if X = Yi 

1 if xE{a ,b ,y} 

l/k if x = mg ,h 

O otherwise 

j/k if x = z 

1 - j/k if x = y 

O if x = y~ 
1 

ωl(x) otherwise 

Proposition 2.2!... Let (XII' E II) be the point c10sed Dacey-
sp缸e given in Figure II. Then nX口 is fu11 if and on1y if 1/2 斗 /k.

We omit the ea届y but 1engthy proof. The interested reader wi11 
note that the 1ine B 臼ld the e1ements p and y are essentia1 on工y
if k - j = 1. If j < k - 1 then this line and these two points may 
be de1eted from (Xrr , E II ). The result on fullness 叼 and the restric
tion on spec(z) remain valid. 

We have observed , via Figure II , that it is possib1e for a 
point c10sed Dacey-space X to admit an element x such that Mx<l 
缸ld ny be ful1. Frαn X we may cùnstruct a Dacey-space Y such that 
ny is--full and lIlY >0 for some yEY. Simp1y 1et Y.=l(Xl、 {Ø}with
the induced orthogona1ity re1ation and 'let y = ~. It is somewhat 
more difficult to obtain a point closed Dacey~space ad皿itting a 
full set of weights a.nd an element y with Illy,> O. In fact we find 
the existence of such a space rather surprising.. One such space is 
given in Figure III. 

:1!2 y 
Figure III 

x 
l 

x 4 
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We outline the argument that IDV > O. Let ωbe any weight on the 
pace (XTTT ' ETTT) øf Figure 1î1 , 1II' '-II1 ‘ 
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~ ω(x) ， T éω(x; ), z; = éω(Zi)' Then counting σ 
X岳飞 11 i=l i=l 

σ 

three different ways we get 

= 4 + T + z; σ (1) 

= 8 + z; σ (2) 

(3) = 7 + 3ω(y) σ 

and hence 

easy 飞o list enough 
g/3 ,1J. 

= 4 and 1 + z; 3ω(y) . 

in mind it is 
and spec(y) = 

T 

Therefore ω(y) 头工/3. Keeping (4) 
states to show that I1X111 is fu工l

) 
'
马

( 

Let (X , t ) be any space and n be the set of weights on (X ，宫).
1n section 2 we obtained 11 ~主(X ， E:) making 11 a convex set in a 
topo1ogical vector space. 1n this section we wi11 define two topo-
10gies for X, which are nontrivial even in the finite case , and 
we wi11 see that the sets spec(x) defined in section 2 re工ate X 
to the geometrγof n . 

3. TOPOLOG1CAL-GEOMETR1C PROPERT1ES OF SPACES 

F吃 each ωE n let E(~). = {xE xlω(x) > mx}. Recal工 spec(x) = 
Lmx' MxJ. Assume that X =ωbE(ω) ， 11 ; ø and 1et T~ be the topo1ogy 
on X whÌch is generated by the sets E(ω) ，ωE n , ãs a sub-base. 

Remark 3.1. (工) 1f mx 0 for all X~X then the closed sets 
of T芭 are generated (as a sub-base) by the sets Zω= {x Iω(x)=O} ， 

ωE n. 

.
、.• n .

、
A

f
‘
f
‘ 

TE4 

CU 

-
-
、

a
a

e cx a D
‘
f
‘ 

CUTEA 

(2) (X ,T[) is a T1-topologica1 space if and on1y 

(vx ; y)(~ωE I1 )(ω(x)=mx and ω(y) > my). 
(3) Let (X ,Te ) be a T1-topo1ogical 

(X , E) is a Dacey space then (茧， t) is point c1osed. 
te then mx=O for each x in X. 

if 

Let F~ n. We say that F is a f旦旦旦 of n if Definition 3.2. 
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(工) ø手 F手 n and F is convex. 

(2)ωlE n ， ω2μ ， (吨，ω2) nF 忖斗 [Wl'吨]~ F 

A face maximal under set theoretic inclusion is called a facet. 

For each xE X let S(x) =ωεnlω(x) = mx }' Now we have 

Lemma 3.3Let (X ，芭) be any space and assume that (X , Te ) is 
a Tl-topological space. Then , for each xE X, S(x) is a face 01' n. 

旦旦旦.!:.:.. Let X E X. Since τεis a topology there exists ωεQ 
so that x f: E(ω). Thus ωE S(X) ànd we have S(X)~ n. Since τ 1:' is 凹，
if we choose y '# x , there is wE n so that y t; E(ω) and x非如(ω) . 
But thenωES(x) so that S(X) '# ø. Now Sl号poseω1 '#ω2E-n ， 0<>'<1 , 
and ÀWl + (工-À)ω2ES(X). Then Àωl(x) + (工-À)ω2(x) = mx' Since 
ω工 (x) _> mx and ω2(x) > mx we must.haveω工( x) 二 ω2(x) = mx' Thus 
E工，ω2]GS(x).

We definea second topo10gy ~ on X as fol10ws S~ is genera-
ted (as a sub-base) by the sets E(w ,n) = {x/ω(x )>工/n} for wE n 
and n is a positive integer. C1early if T~is a topo10gy on X then 
so is S哑. Other interesting topo工ogies can be defined on X using 
E inc1ùding the one used in I 5 ,. The properties and re1ationships 

between these topologies give-a-c1ass of combinatorial prob1ems 
for infini te spaces. 

Lemma 3.4 '_ Let (X , t ) be any space and ω E n such that 
ω( x) 头 m > 0 for sαne m. Ifω1 '#ωthen there existsω2 so that 
ω E"(吨， ω2)' Thus if F is a face of n we must have ω 非 F.

Proo主!.. Let ~(t) =ω+ t(ωrω). Then μ(t)εn fo r -m ~ t -( 1. 

Theorem 3.5!. Let (X , Ë) be a space so that (X ， T~ ) is a 
Tl-topological space and SË is a compact topo10gy Then mx=O for 
each x in X and the mapping x ~ S(x) is a bijection between the 
points of X and the facets of n. 

Pr盟主 Suppose FE n is a face and 'J. x in X so that 
Ff SO( x) = {ω 哥 nlw(x)=o}. Then , for each XEX , we can choose 、

ω'xE F so that wx(x) > O. A1so choose an integer nx so that wx(x)>土.
n x 

I I _, 1 
Now X =,-!" E(ωy' ~ ) and using Se -compactness we can choose 

XCX ~- n~. l: ..x ... 
n 咱 n 咱

xl" •• ,xn so that X =挝 E(ωX; ，立). Let ω= r n wx~ . 
4 晶 晶晶1 i=l 
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1 . , 1 
then for each x E X we have ω(x) 头一 min( 百 ) > 0 and ωεF. n - ..X: 

1 

But this contradicts 1emma 3.4. Thus there is an x so that FÇSo(x). 
Now if YE X, by Lemma 3.3 , S(y) is a face. Thus there exists an x 
so that S(y)ÇSo(x); mx=O; and the T1-property of T.t" gives x=y. 
Hence ffiv=O. Since we have shown th眈 any face of n 1s contained 
in an S~x) the T1-property of T~ gives the bijection 

E 
Definition 3.6Let (X ,E) be any space and n the set of 

weights on (X ，军). De fine S1(X) = {叫。|ω(x) = 1} 

SO(x) = {ω 岳 nlω(x) = O}. 

Definition 3.7The set of weights n is strong on an ortho
gona1i ty space (X ,E) when x .Ly-申S1(X)~SO(Y). If n is strong 
then i t is a1so fu11 and hence (x ,E) is a Dacey space. For the 
rest of this section Ixl>1. 

Lemma 3.8~ If (X ，~) is a point c10sed orthogonality space 
with n strong on (X ,t) then 

(1) S1(x) ;. ø and So(x) ;, ø. 
(2) (X ， T芭 is a Tl-top010gica1 space. 

Proof. Both parts are straightforward and the proofs are 
1eft to the reader. 

cor011a町;3..!.立巳 Let (X ,Ë) be a point c10sed orthogona1ity 
写pace. If n ~s ， s~r?ng an~.S~ is a compact top010gy , then the 
mapping x ~ So(x) is a bijeëtion between the points of X and the 
facets of n. 

Pr旦旦f. The proof is given by theorem 3.5 and the previous 
1emma. 

Corollary 3.10. Let (X ,Ë) be a finite Dacey space with 
weights n. If (X , T..) is a T1-top010gica1 space then n(x ,'Ë) is no电
a p1anar pentagon.-

Pr旦旦f. The proof is by inspection and theorem 3.5. In parti
cu1ar the resu1t h01ds if n is a strong set of weights and thus 
answers a question pωed by F.Shu1tz [19J. 

Definition 3.1!. A space (X ,t) is 1h惆ogeneous) of dimension 
n if IE I = n for all E Et. For a pair of weightsωand v in n 
and 0 返 λ~ 1 define <ω ， v ， λ> = (1-).)ω+λv. If (X ，~) is of dimen-
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l 
sion n the weight e , given by e{x} =τfor a11 x , is ca11ed the 
unit of fI and the pair 仰 ，e} is ca11ed the ~eight structure for 
仗，E}. If fl1 and fl2 are two convex sets , an ~ffine ma:2. f from íl1 
to fl2 is a func飞1 哩 for which f P.v + {1 - À}ω=λf{ v} + 
+ (1 -λ}f(ω)μ11 . 

If (X1 ，巳) and (X2 ,t2) are two orthog~nality spaces. and 
f X1-X2 is a bijection satis :fYing f{x} l. 2 f{y}牛.x J. 1 y , we 
say f is an 9rtho-bijectio!!. and we wri te {x1 ,11} "' {X2 ,i2}. If 
f : (归 ， e1) .... (旬 ， e2) is an affine map and f{ e1} = 吨， then f is 
cal1ed a st ruct ure ma:p. If there is a bijective structure map from 
(o'l , e1) onto (fl2 ,e2) we write {fl1 ,e1} "' {fl2 ,e2}' 

Le皿a 3.12~ Let {fI,e} be the weight structure for the homo
geneous orthogonality space {X;Ë} of dimension n. If xεE and 
So{x} ; ø then 

与(x) = {vefll<ω ， v ，各= e , wE So{x}} 

and if Mx = 1 , 
主= inf {λ1<ω ， v ， À> = e ， ω E So{x} , vE fI}. 

v ， ω 

旦旦~ The proofs are straightforward and 1eft to the reader. 

Lemma 3.1J. Let (Xi ，民 )i吐 .2 be homogeneous point c10sed or
thogona1ity spaces of dimension ñi with weight structures 
(屯，ei }i吐，2 and fli stro~g on {丑，ti} with S~i cαnpact. A bijective 
st ruct ure map f 屯， e1} .... {旬，e2} induces a natura1 ortho-bijec
tion f X1 .... X2' 

Pr旦旦主.:.. By coro11aIγ 3.9. there is a bijection 中 .i between the 
points of Xj and the facets of flj' where_~j{x} = So{x)~ flj' It is 
easy to show that f inducefl a b~jection f between the facets of 
n+ and those C?!. flç~ Hence f =1þ-r f ~1 X1.... X2 is a bijection and 
f(So(x}} = So(f(x}}. 

It remains to show that 

x J.1 y if and on1y if f{ x}.l2 f{y}. 

We now show that the dimensions of X1 and X2 are equal. 

By 1emma 3.12 if xξXj (j=1 ,2) then 

3=inf{λ1<川λ> = ej ， ωeS山)，vE íl} 
"J ω ， v 
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L~t x E X1 then there exist ω f!1 So( x) and \1 E S1 (x) such that 
〈ω ，\1， 1 > = e,. Since f is a struct l.lre map <f(ω) 二 f( \I) , 1. > = e ,,; 盲1 - ~1' ~...~~ ~ .~ - ~~~~~~~~~ .~-.t' -~\~I ，~\ V/ , n1 ~2 

but f(ω)E So(f(x)) so n2汩11' By symmetry n1 = n2' 

Let n1 = n2 n and so for xεXJ(J =工， 2) , 

S1(x) = {\l Erljl 川v ， t〉=牛 ωESo(x)} . 

Since f i:s a bijective structure map , for xεX1' f(S1(x)) = S工( f( x) ). 

Let {x ,y} S X1 . Since rl1 and fl2 are strong 

x.L1y- S1(x)fSo(y)-f(S1(X))~ f(So(y))-

S1(f(x))~ So(f(y)) 嘻-f(xL1. 2 f(y). 

Theorem 3.14. Let (气，已 )i=工， 2 and (屯 ， ei)i吐， 2 s B:tis f'y the 
hypothesis of the previous 1ênuña~'then (X1 ，1. 1)- "，-(x2 ， 12) 申'

(rl1 ,e1) '" (fl2 ,e2)' 

E旦旦主~ The forward imp1ic前ion is 1eft to the reader and 
app1ying the previo田 1emma comp1etes the proof. 

4. EXISTEN四 OF WEIGHTS 

Throughout this section (x ,E) will be ass \.nDed fi且主主. A wei I?,h t 
ω 。n (x ，~) is said to be ~ispersion free or deterministi c if 
ω(X)Ç{O ，l}. 

Theorem 4.1~ The set of dispersion free weirhts on a space 
(X ,Ë) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of nonempty 
subsets M of X having the f0110wing properties. 

(1) If x ,YE M 皿d x 并 y thenë xl1 Ëy = ø. 
(2) t = U {txlxEM}. 

Proo主~ Let M be a set and ~M:X ~ {O ,1} be the characteristic 
function of M. We c1aim that 中M is a weight. Let E εë . By (1) and 
(2) there is a unique xE M such that E~ëx' Le t yeE , y '# x. Since 
巳n ty '# ø we must have y E M by (工). Thus yIE 阳(y) = 1. 

Converse1y , i fωis a dispersion free weight on X. 1et 
Mω，-1( 工) • 

cor011a町 4.2~ If (X ，~) is a space such that I 芭 is odd , 
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and I Ëxl is even for each xεX then there are no dispersion free 
weights on (X ，毛) • 

Let (X ，宣) be an orthogonality space with the relation 1. =.l~ 
We say that x 牛'y if and only if x 并 y and not xJ.y. (X足 is sa'ì d 
to be an F-旦旦旦 if EnF 并 ø for eve:rγmaximal .1.'- set F and 
e陀可 EE t. The above theorem shows that in an F-space eveηmaxi
mal .1'- set s哼ports a dispers工 on free state and thus the set of 
dispersion free states is ful l. The converse , however is not true. 
An ex凶~le of a point closed Dacey-space which has a full set of 
dispersion free states but is not an F-space is given by Figure IV. 

Fig.IV 

k 一-

Suppose that (X ，芭 is any space. The weights on (X ，~) are 
detennined by a system of linear equations and this fact can be 
used to deri ve properties of the set of weight functions. We now 
gì ve a realìzation of this structure whìch does not depend upon 
any labeling of the points of X. 

For any set A, F(A) will denote the free real vector space 
qver A，阻 d F(A) 幡 its dual vector space. For each a εA define 
Ôa E F( A) 骨 by Ô a( b) = 1 i f a = b , = 0 i f a 并 b ， and linear extension. 
If A is finite , F(A)骨巳 F({ôalaEA}). Let (X:t:) be a (finite) space. 
The linear tranefonnation T F( E.) -+- F(X) defined by T(E) = x ~ '" x 
and linear extension , is called the 1inear realizatio!! of (X ,i)':' 
The tr町Ispose 伊 F(X) 铃-+- F( 'Ë)餐 is given by T叫乌) = 汇 UF.

A' E 言Lι

1n @但neral ，

(I) 叫 =叮叫叫T*叮.气(x~忐ννi仨ννX川川产υ叫归川(以x

= d走赳E(乓牛E 什ÔE 

Since X is finite the vector space 主(X ，巴)， defined in section 2 , 
is RX '" F(X)飞 With t;,he identificatïon it is easy to see that S=T骨
where S 主(X 忑) -+- Rl; was defined in section 2. 
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We will thus consider nvSF(X)幡. Since F(X) 骨 is finite dimen-X.-
siona1 each e1ement of nX has a representation as a convex combina-
tion of the extreme points of nX' A1so， ifμ1 and μ2 are in nX then 
~2 - ~1εker T* and since ~2 = ~1 + (μ2 - ~1) we see that 
nX = (μ工+ ker T叫n C for any ~1εnX' By a 12ure wei区ht on (毛 c ) 
wë mean an extreme point of nX and by a perturbation on (X , ~) we 
me也1 an e1ement of ker T骨.

Let Y be any subset of X. Reca11 that the space 口，它'y) is de
fined bY~y = {EnYIE~t and Eny ,. ØL Note that this need not be 
an orthogona1ity space. We say that Y is Êupporting if Y 门 E ,. ø 
for each Eεt . For each μ 廷。X 1et Zμ= {X/X ~ X and μ(x) = Ø}. 

Theorem 4.4 
(工) If ~ E nX then X 、 Zu is supporti~g ， and if (X ，它 lS 阳

orthogona1ity space then (X'句， E X'Z~ ) is an orthogona1i
ty space. 

(2 )工 f X飞.Y is supporting then the set of weights on (X ，宦)

which vanish on Y is in one-to-one correspondence with 
the weights on (X'Y , ë'v.v). 

x、y

(3) Y = Z~ for some μE nX if and on1y if X、Y is supporting 
and (X叮，军队Y) ad皿its a positive weight. 

Proof. Ad( 工). Let μE nv and Eε F . Since L μ(x)=l there xι. _.L u......... xfE 

lS 皿 x E E such thatμ( x) :> O. Hence E n ( x、Z，，)甜. Suppose that 
(X , ~) is 皿 orthogona1ity space. We wi11 show that tx、Z" satis
fies the conditions of coro11ary 1.3. C1early properties 1) and 3) 
are inheri ted from t. Now suppose that E1 (\ (X,Zu) ~ E2 内(X'o-Zu) and 
there is a point x in E2(\ (J('、Z~)\E1fì (x、zμ). We have 

~"， _~(y) Lv.n \~(y) Lv.n \~(y)+μ(x)=l+μ(x) :> 1 , since 
YËE2~\~' y~E2ñ(X、zμ ) I-' \J I YεE1i\( X、zμ)

x 夺 Z~. But this is a contradiction. 

Ad(2). Let ~EnX and Y~Zμ. For each E 岳军
Eμ(y) = ..1:", ~(y) = 1 so that ~Ix飞Y is a weight on 

y~Ei'\( X、Y)~\'" yËE ~\"， ~ ~~ V ，，~V I-' J 

(X、Y ， t: X\Y ). Now suppose thatμX叮+扣，司 is a weight on 
(X叮， EX'Y)' Extend ~ by 0 to all of X. 毛 inée X, Y is supporting 
we get a weight on (X ,Ë.). Ad(3). (3) follows easi1y from (2). 

We have seen that each weight on a space (X , Ë) can be wri t
ten as a convex combination of pure weights. Thus the existence of 
weights on (X , \:) is equi va1ent to the existence of pure weights. 

Lemma ~ A weight ~ on (X♂ is pure if and on1y if 吗Zμl
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for a11 weights ~1 #μ. 

Proo主Assume there is a weightμ1 :f μfor which Z).J ç Zμ 

Let v =μ-h-men U is a perturbation.That is ,xiE V(x)=04 
for all EE E:. 
Recal1ing that X is finite , 1et 6 = minμ(x)l lJ (x) :f O}. Suppose 
that ÀE [-占，~ and 问 =μ+Av.Clearly ， xiE 问( X) 1 for all E吃-

Let xεX. If μ(x) = 0 we have μ工 (X) = 0 so that v(x) = 0 and 
问(x) = O. Suppωeμ (x) :f O. Then IÀ((IJ-叫 )(x))1 斗 Àllv(x)l< 占 .1

= 6 ;::υ(x). Thus 问 is a weight for each ÀE [-6 ,6] and , since 
}J O = }J， μis not a pure weight. This estab1ishes the necessity of 
the condition. Converse1y , assume μÀIJ1 + (工- À)μ2 where μ扩 υ2

are weights and 0 <且< 1. Then Zμ= Zμ1n ZIJ2f Zμ1 andμ工 #μ.

Proposition 4丘.!.. A weight μon (x ,E) is pure i f and on1y i f 
the space (X'Z }J '~X'Zu) has exactly one weight and that weight is 
positive (i.e. , never vanishes). 

E旦旦f. By Theorem 4.4 the set of weights 1J1 on (X 足) such 
that Z).JS Zlll is in one-to-one correspondence with the weights on 
the space l x'、马，ëx、z"l. By Lemma 4. 5υis p~re if and on1y if 
问=口 is the on1y súch weight. Of course μIX'Zμnever vanishes. 

Coro11aη4.6~ (1) Every d,ispersion free weight is pure. 
(2) The set of extreme points is finite. (3) A pure weight ω 臼su

mes on1y rational values. 

Proofι( 工) and (2) are immediate from proposition 4.6 and 
1emma 4.5 respectively. Ad(3). Let X = Y - Z where Z ={xlω(x) =O} 
and F ={E(\Y IEEt}. By 4.4 and proposition 4.6μ=ωIY is the on1y 
weight on (Y ,F). Thus the values of IJ , 1isted as a vector , is the 
unique s01ution of a'system of 1inear equations with integer coef
ficients. Such a vector h国 rationa1 components. 

The 曲ove resu1ts show the importance of orthogona1ity spaces 
which a伽i t only one wei ght. 如1 interesting question is the exis
tence of orthogona1ity spaces which are also Dacey spaces and have 
on1y one weight. A construction of such a space is given in L8J. 
See [1司 for the c臼e when the associ ated 10gi c i s a 1atti ce. 

Let (X ，~) be any space and yç X. We s叮 that Y is connected 
if for any two distinct points x and y in Y there are sequences 
of points , XQ , x1' x2""' Xn and of b10cks E1' E2"" ,En such 
that XQ = x , xn = y and {xi吐，xi} S:; Ei ，工运 i 运 n. A maximal con
nected is said to be a connected cαnponent. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let \.1 be a weight on (X ,"E): Then X\Z \.I has a 
decomposition X\Zυ= FUC1UC2U...UCn which is unique re1ative 
to the following conditions , (1), (2) , and (3). 

(l)tF= {{x}1 XEF} sothat Frepresents the dispersion free 
part of \.1. 

(2) Each E c intersects exact1y one of the sets in 
{ Ci 11 ~ i ~ n} U {{ x} 1 X E F}. 

(3) Each Ci is connected and E ε~ ， E ()Ci # ø implies IE Cl Ci I 到.

That is , each element Eci h臼 cardin e.li ty at 1e臼t 2. 

Moreover , 
(4) If (x ，巴 is an orthogona1ity space then each (气， Eci)is

an orthogonality space. 

(5) \.1 is pure if and on1y if each (气， tc，) admits exact1y 
on白 wei é'，ht and that weight is positi ve. 

E旦旦~ The ci's are the connected componeH~s of (X'勺，民吨，，)
which are not iso1ated points and F = X\(z川 iÇ{ Cd. (1 r andμ 
(2) 且re c1ear. 

Suppose that E(飞 Ci = {x}. Since {x} is not iso1ated (otherwise it 
wou1d be in F) there is an E1 E t such that E1 n Ci:) {x川 for
some y 'f x. Now EnCi = {X} and by (2) we must have μ(x)= l. But 
υ(y) > 0 so that we get \.I (x) +μ(y) >工， {x,y}fE" a contradiction. i 
Thus we get (3). (4) fo11ows from the fact thatμIc~ is apositive 
state on (气，玩i)and {5)follows from Proposition16. 

We can easi1y give an examp1e of a finite point c10sed Dacey
space which has a pure weight that is not dispersion free , 
cf.Figure v. 

Fig.V 

Note that the results of Theorem 4.1 concerning the existence 
of dispersion free weigl巾 are a specia1 case o f. Theorem 4.7 cor-

respo…o th … 
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。n (X ,t:) depen也 upon the existence of a partition of t determi ned 
by aset F S; X 臼 is described in Theorem 4.1 or upon the existence 
oforthogona1ity spaces (C , ë c) in (X ,"Ë) which acùnit exact1y one 
weight and that weight is positive. 

时 a fli:enera1ized weight we mean any e1ement of íl~ =忖-1(汇句) . 
】 FÆ~

Reca1 1 that a perturbation is any e1ement of Ker T骨. It is c1ea l' 

that μ工 and \.1 2 in ílg implies μ1μ2 Ker T椅 and if 11 is any e1e
ment ín ílg then ílg =μ+ Ker T*. 

We now consider thé relationship between generalized wei ehts 
weights , and perturbations. 

Proposition 4.8Let (X 足) be any fini te space , íl ç F( X) 骨 bé

the weight space of (x ,E) , and ílf = {P1 ,P2'''' ,Pn} be the set of 
pure weights. Let R = {vE F(X)* IThere is a number r >0 and weifhts 
μ工， μ2 such that rv = \.1 1 -μ2}' Let d be the number of vectors in 
a maxima1 1inear工y independent subset of {P2 - P1 ,P3 - P1 ,. ..Pn- P1}. 
Then 

工) R~ Ker T蕃 and R is a vector subspace. 

2) dimension R ::: d. 

3) If (X ，艺) possesses a positive weight then R = Ker T飞

Proof. (We 出sume n :f Ø). 
工) Choose μεn. Then 1. 0 =μ- 11 so that 0 εR. Suppose vεR 

剧d s is any number. If s = 0 then s.v = OE R. Suppose s :f O. Choo
se r > 0 and weights μ 工，\.1 2 so that rvμ1 - 112' If s > 0 we get 
(占)( sv) =川 -υ2·If s < O we get (ZE)(svNU2-ul·Thus suH
Suppose 0 并 VI C: R and 0 'Í v2~ R. Choose r1 > 0 ,r2 > 0 ，吨，吨，气 'Ô2

80 that r1 v1 =υ工 -μ2 and r2 v2 = ô1 - ô2' 

r r 1-2 s 
Let s = ---一- > O. Then 0 < ~ =一?一< 1 , 0 <....:::. =气?二< 1 , 

r 宁r_ r , r_~r_ r 1 -2 -.J. -1 -2 -2 -1-2 

s s and"":::' +一::. .. 1. Now 
r_ r 
1 -2 

(~μ、+兰队) - (~μn+i6n). 
-1 - -2 - -1 - -2-
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' This proves that v1 + v2εR so that R is a vector subspace. 

2) C1early {P2 - P1 • P3 - P1.... .Pn - P1}SR. Let vE R. Write 
川 =μ1 - ~2 where r > 0 and 凹 .~2 are weights. We can write 

n n n n 
~1 :;:汇 αiPi and ~2 = L: ßiPi. where L: (li 1 LSi' 

i=l i=l 1 1 

n 

+汇(αi-ßi)Pi
2 

(αi 叭= ((1号i)-(l号) )P1 

nzl 

1:: (αi-ßi)(Pi-Pl) -l p
‘ -l op 

-
吨
忐

α
 

nZ2 
Thus rv = 

n 
rv :;:汇 (ßi-αi) )P1 + 

2 

二‘ α.-ß.
Thus v =之J(」τ主) (Pi - P1) 皿d we have shown that 

2 

The result now fo110ws. 

3) Supp05e there is a weightμsuch that μ(x) > 0 for each 
XEX. Let vEKer T*. Let m = minf~(x)1 xeX}. Ch oose r > 0 
so that Irv(x)l < m for al1 xe X. Let ~l = ~ + rv. Then 
hξn and since rv ~l-μwe have that v E R. Thus Ker T*=R.j 

Let (X.ë) be any finite sp田e and let f!nS f! be the set of 
pure weights. We kn何n by Corollary 4.6 that-~ is a finite set. 
L?tQp={吨，吨，口2'… '~n} .斗 is a well knowÎl fact that n is a 
simp1êx if and on1y if {υk -υ01 1 ~ k 嘎 n} is a linear工y independent 
subset of F( X)飞 (X.芭 is said to be a classical spac~ if t = {X}. 
1n this case n is a simp1ex and IRn I = Ixl. We now obtain a conver
se to this result. 

1 2 运 i 毛 n} generates R. {P. - P、
工 i

Let (X.'t) be any finite space. Let E<<;;;F(X) 锄 be a complement 
of Ker T飞 That is F(X) 蕃= Ker T蕃 ~E. Then F(X) = F(X)镰骨干

4 (Ker T叫‘EÐE善 50 that (Ker T善)'" = E飞 Now Ker T‘= (im T).... 50 that 
we get im T = (im T).1..1."= (KerT*)J.耳 E飞 Now 1 xl = dim Ker T善+
dim E = dim Ker T铃+ dim E蕃 50 that I xl = dim Ker T骨+ dim im T. 

(X.Ë) be any finite space which has a posi
a 5imp1ex if and only if Ixl + 1 = dim (im T) 

Theorem 4.9Let 
tíve weíght. Then n i5 
+ I fIP 1. 

E旦丘~ Suppose Ixl + 1 ~ dim (im T) + Iflpl. Then Iflpl - 1 = 

dim Ker T* and by Proposition 4.8 we can conclude th 且，t f! is a 
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simp1ex. 

Suppose n is a simp1ex. Then dim Ker T‘= Innl - 1 and the 
sult ~ollows ~rom Ixl = dim Ker T* + di~ (im T). ‘ 

coro11ary. 4.10 ~ Suppose (x ，~) is a finite space , n is a 
si皿p1ex ， and there is a positive weight. If Inpl 头 Ixl then (x ,E) 
is a c1assical space. 

Coro11ary 4.11. Let (X ,t) be a finite space such that x ~ y 
imp1ies the existenèe o~ weight ωso that ω(x) = mx and w(y) >血V

I~ n is a simp1ex then (X ,t) is a c1assica1 space. 

Pr豆豆~ By theorem 3.5 there is a bijection between the points 
o~ X and the facets of n. Since n is a simp1ex the number of fa
cets of n is the same as the number o~ pure weights. Thus jnnl=lxl 
and the resu1t fo11ows from coro11ary 4. 工O.

Recal1 that n(x ，在) satisfies the projection postulate in case 
for al1 x E X there exists ωf n with ω(x) = 1. 

Remark 4.12~ Let (x ，~) be a finite point c10sed space such 
that n is ful1 and satisfies the projection postu1ate. If n is a 
simp1ex then (X ,t) is a c1assica1 space. 

旦旦主~ We may assume IXI > 1. For ωεnp 1et Fωdenote the 
facet o~ n oppositeω. As in the first part Of the proof of 
Theorem 3.5 there exists Xw E X such that Fωfso(xw) and. since 
Mx". > O. Fω= So(xω). The mapping 中 :ω~ Xw is an injection of 
np町into X. Let ω工 .....wn be the pure weights. Then ωi ( Xw ~) = å ij , 
the Kronecker de1ta. Fu11ness imp1ies that image 中) = EUis an 
(in fact. maxima1) orthogona1 set. If yE X\ E then there exists 
ωE n_ with ω(y) :: 1 and there exist s. eE E with ω(e) ::工. It fo11oW's 
P4r4- 』』」」 44

that-y"'~e'" and hence {e} = e......fy........:: {y} , i. e. e=y a contradic-
tion. Thus X :: E and t = {E}. 

5. SYM阳TRIES AND DUALITY 

L的 (X.艺) be any space with X = U艺. We define the dua1 space 
(沪，Ë蕃) by 吃:. ê an2- E* ;: {Exl xεX}. We s町 that (x.Ë) is 旦旦
旦且坚 if tx丰Ëy .0:: 已: êy wh~never x 1- y. We say that (x .Ë) is 
distinguishing: ~~ _~ x ~ t y . vh~nev~r x 1 y. Note that the logíc of 
a separating and distinguishing Dacey-space need not be hyper
irreducib1e [6]. 
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Proposi tion 5. 1. 

工) If (X ,Ë) is any space then (X棍，~) is a distinguishing space. 

2) If EE~， Fε 宫， E " F implies E$ F then (X祷，Ë*) is a1so a separ 
tíng space. 

3) (X~它 is distinguishing if and on1y if (X** ，~**) = (X ，它) • 

川 S叩pose that X is finite and n~ 川 Then L 凡(x) = L ~2(x 
XEX Xεx 

for a11 ~l' ~2 in na if and only if there exists a generalized 
weight on (X祷，Ë樨). ~ 

E.R. GERELLE , R.J. 工90

For the proof of 5.1 and more results on dua1 spaces 

Let (X ，~) and (Y ，平) be spaces , then evelγbijection 中 X~

induces a bijection γ2X 牛 2Y defined by ~(E) =中 (E) for all Ee 
If中 is such that ~(Ë) =子， then we say that 中 is an isomorphis皿
from (X ,Ë) to (Y ，平) and write (X , t:l (Y ，平). If (X ，ε) and (Y ，守}

are orthogona1ity spaces then the isomorphisms from (X ,é) to (Y ，守

are precisely the ortho-bijections (c.f. 3.11) of the induced 
graphs (X气) and (Y ，气) . 

sec 凹-

An isomorphism from (X ,Ë) to itse1f is called an automorphis 
the set of all automorphisms on (x ,E) forms a group Aut(X ,E). One 
can show 191 that if (X ,Ë) is a distinguish~ng_space then Aut(x ,E 
is isomorphlc to Aut( 炉，~). Gera1d Schr吨 118J has combined this 
observation and some of our ear1ier results with some known resul 
of graph theol:γto prove the f0110wing theorem. 

E且主or旦旦 (Schrag) Everγ finite group is the automorphism 
group of some orthomodu1ar lattice. 

If (X ，~) is a homogeneous space of dimension n then the set 
of all bijective structure maps of (n ,e) onto itself is a group. 
Denote it by Aut(n ,e). We conc1ude with the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.2!. For a homogeneous point c10sed S~ compact spac. 
of dimension n with a strong set of weights n , 

Aut(n , e) z Aut(X ，~) z Aut(X畴，~警) • 

旦旦f. Defin飞中 Aut(X ，Ë) ~ Aut(n ,e) by the fOllowing for 
g E. Aut(X 在)， r马 (gllω(x) =ω(g-1(x)). It is straight fOI'Ward to 
see that 中 is 飞n iñjective homomorphis皿. That it is surjective fo: 
10ws from the proof of 3. 工 3.
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